State Water Control Board,

I wish to make my voice heard! This water grab from the Northern rivers will not only harm agriculture, but, the domino effect will have an unbelievable outcome on everyone here. Will all the people down South be forced to choose between washing clothes or taking a shower daily? The fish have been studied for years, but we never hear that the bass has anything to do with salmon populations declining, or anything else not pertaining to water levels. What about the massive pipe being installed to dump raw sewage into the bay? Nothing is ever said about this either. Until you turn us into another Owens Valley, all in the name again for more water down South, will you be happy. But, we can build a massive water park in Manteca, how much water will that take? Next time you sit down to the table to eat, you better think where that food comes from, agriculture, and all agriculture takes water!!!

STOP THIS WATER GRAB FROM US!!!!!